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The following specific quotes are from Reviews over the period of 2007-2013.     
 

 

Comments from Students:  

 

 

“Dr. Howard is a phenomenal teacher.” 

 

“The teacher is excellent and has a natural gift for explaining and conveying  

concepts.  Also seems to have a quick eye for noticing problems in my playing so  

that we can fix them, but is also highly supportive.” 

 

“Dr. Howard not only has high expectations but wants the students to be able to  

teach the concepts they learn through out the semester in the future.  He is very  

understanding of unfortunate situations when they arise and cares deeply for each  

student’s health and well being.  He is an inspiration to his students.” 

 

“Lessons are great.  I feel like I learn so much.  Couldn’t ask for a better teacher.” 

 

“Excellent teacher!  I look forward to every lesson!” 

 

“Dr. Howard really cares about how the students are doing.  Not just in violin, but  

in all their classes.” 

 

“Great teacher, very helpful and supportive.  Always willing to spend extra time  

to solidify concepts.”  

 

“I love your positive attitude and your energy is Awesome!  You’re great to be  

around and a wonderful coach.” 

 

“Excellent teacher and performer!  I look forward to next semester!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Comments from Towson University Peer Reviews: 

 

 

 “Prof. Howard provided continual positive feedback, occasionally emphasizing  

his points with well-chosen and succinct modeling by playing a segment the  

student was working on with his own violin.  There were clear technical and  

musical connections among the opening warm-ups, etudes and pieces…… In all,  

this was a fine lesson, well-balanced, well-suited to the particular student, well- 

paced, and presented in an atmosphere congenial to learning.”   

Professor Gerald Phillips, Voice 

 

“Professor Howard demonstrated a patience and encouragement that is to be  

commended….  Throughout the lesson, Professor Howard was complimentary yet  

guiding and clearly connected with the student.  He challenged the student to  

think for herself.” 

Professor David Ballou, Jazz Trumpet 

 

“Overall, my impression is that Prof. Howard is an excellent teacher.  The lesson  

was well organized and well-paced… (His) comments were succinct and  

accurate… I was also impressed with his long-term strategy with this student and  

his ability to articulate the necessary benchmarks for her growth and  

development.  In short, I commend Prof. Howard for his very clear pedagogy, his  

kind and encouraging manner of teaching and his concern for student growth.” 

Professor Jonathan Leshnoff, Theory 

 

“My overall impression of Prof. Howard’s teaching is that it is kind, calm,  

expertly informed, fluent, engaged, focused, positive and well received.  It was a  

pleasure to visit Prof. Howard’s studio and observe him passing on to our student  

what he has learned from his own illustrious teachers.” 

Professor William Kleinsasser, Theory/Composition 

 

“Professor Howard’s teaching style is very friendly and engaging.  It is clear that  

he is able to bring out the best in each student….. Based on this as well as my  

previous observation I can say that Professor Howard’s knowledge and expertise  

is a great asset to the string area and the Department of Music and his teaching is  

of the highest level.” 

Professor Cecylia Barczyk, Cello 

 

“Prof. Howard demonstrates great maturity of violin pedagogy for a young  

professor.  He obviously takes his teaching and his students very seriously.  He is  

a very positive addition to our performance faculty.” 

Professor James Anthony, History 

 

 

 

 



“During Dr. Howard’s time as Violin Professor at TU, he has embodied a philosophy of  

collegial support with an open and sincere manner that encourages the exchange of  

artistic and pedagogical ideas among the faculty.  Dr. Howard’s artistry as a performer  

and his easy manner of rehearsing provides for a rewarding performance experience in  

chamber music settings and a wonderful model for students.  His command of his  

instrument, depth of musical knowledge and his leadership abilities in ensembles greatly  

enhances all performances in which he participates.” 

Professor Sherrie Norwitz, Viola  

 

 

Comments from External Reviews: 
 

 

 “Dr. Howard is a wonderful violinist and musician as well as an experienced and highly  

gifted orchestral musician.  His affable personality and conscientious work ethic has  

earned him much esteem from my BSO colleagues… His pedagogy is sound and his  

methods of communicating them are extraordinary.  His students are so fortunate to have  

a teacher of his ability and commitment.”  

Jonathan Carney, Concertmaster, Baltimore Symphony 

 

 “I must say that I was impressed not only by the level of preparation of all the students  

but also with their attitudes towards learning, which were uniformly excellent.  They  

were all keen to learn and quick to pick up on new ideas.” 

Martin Beaver, First Violin, Tokyo String Quartet 

 

 


